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Abstract: Railways are one of the most widely used mass transportation systems. Its superior
transportation capacity, low environmental impact, high safety, and comfort have been leading to a
continuous increase in passengers. To keep this trend going, it is crucial to improve the railways’ at-
tractiveness and comfort levels. A rail journey’s comfort performance is rather complex, involving the
analysis of multiple factors. Those raised by the vehicle motion and seat performance are the focus of
vehicle designers’ concerns. Therefore, only a combination of static and dynamic comfort methodolo-
gies can accurately characterize passengers’ comfort. This work aimed to perform a systematic review
concerning the comfort evaluation of train passengers. The bibliographic search yielded 62 studies on
static and dynamic comfort evaluation methods. Results show a lack of experiments conducted on
real rail environments, leading to weak conclusions regarding the real in-service conditions that train
users face. Moreover, an investigation gap concerning the simultaneous application of both static and
dynamic methodologies was observed. Therefore, more investigations are needed to evaluate and
increase passengers’ comfort and promote rail usage as a daily transportation system.

Keywords: railways passenger; comfort evaluation; dynamic comfort; static comfort; ride comfort;
transmissibility; interface pressure

1. Introduction

The increasing global population necessitates the need for mass transportation. Due to
its high efficiency, superior transportation capacity, comfort, safety, and low environmental
impact, rail transportation is the most widely used public transportation system. During
the last decade, a continuous increase in passenger numbers was reported. Thus, to keep
this trend going, improving the users’ satisfaction and delivering comfortable journeys is
crucial. Those are defined based on user conditions, safety, and comfort [1,2]. Based on that
assumption, rail design nowadays focuses on comfort and performance.

The comfort concept is not consensual, as multiple interpretations can be found in
the literature. Perceived comfort is divided into two dimensions: comfort and discomfort.
These are processed through different neural perspectives. Comfort is associated with feel-
ings of well-being and relaxation, and the aesthetic impression of a product or environment
influences it. This is a hard-to-measure subjective concept [3,4]. On the contrary, discomfort
is related to pain, soreness, numbness, and stiffness resulting from the biomechanical load
imposed on the musculoskeletal structure. Therefore, discomfort feelings are affected by
the product’s physical constraints and are easier to quantify [3,5,6]. The most accepted
model, used as the basis of the present work, is the theoretical sitting model of comfort
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and discomfort developed by De Looze et al. [7]. This model illustrates the relationship
between comfort and discomfort and its relationship with the product. Potential influences
are distinguished by three levels: the human, the product, and the environment [4,7,8]. The
model is divided into two sides: the right side is associated with comfort, whereas the left
side is linked to discomfort. The user’s emotions and expectations highly influence comfort.
Discomfort levels are related to the interaction of the human’s physical capacities, such as
weight, physiological processes, muscle activation, body temperature, intradiscal pressure,
or nerve conduction. This way, comfort and discomfort are defined as a combination of
phycological and physical factors. Additionally, the De Looze model concludes with the
dominant effect of discomfort on comfort. Therefore, it is more reliable to assess perceived
comfort based on discomfort measurements [4,7,8].

Passengers’ comfort is rather complex, involving multiple factors such as vibration,
noise, temperature, visual stimuli, illumination, smell, humidity, and seat design. However,
due to its high complexity and the significant number of tests required, it is impossible to
consider all factors for the evaluation. Therefore, attention is focused on the parameters
related to “motion.” Those, depending on the vehicle, should be evaluated based on
both static and dynamic properties. The former concerns surface quality and the sitting
impressions of the passenger when there is no vibration, and the latter relates to vibration
characteristics and the user’s sitting impressions while being exposed to vibration [2,9].

Regarding seat cushion quality, interface pressure, density, hysteresis loss, and SAG
factor behaviour are usually measured as static properties. As dynamic properties, vi-
bration transmission should be assessed through ride comfort, seat effective amplitude
transmissibility (SEAT), and seat transmissibility. Passengers spend most of their time
seated, so the seat affects passenger comfort, among other interior facilities of the vehicle.
Seats may present good dynamic behaviour but poor static performance. The ideal seat
presents optimum dynamic properties (to minimise unwanted vibration) combined with
the best static behaviour (to equally distribute pressure at the seat surface and, this way,
reduce the interface pressure) [2,10].

The objective of this work was to assess the evaluation methodologies currently
applied to evaluating railroad passengers’ comfort. A systematic review was performed,
along with an evaluation of the currently applied techniques and the identification of
research gaps.

2. Materials and Methods

This systematic review was conducted following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [11]. Relevant studies concern-
ing the evaluation of motion factors affecting passengers’ comfort were carefully selected
and reviewed.

2.1. Information Sources

The bibliographic search was performed over the reference sources Scopus, ISI Web
of Science, PubMed, and IEEE Xplore with the syntax (TITLE-ABS-KEY (dynamic AND
seating AND comfort) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (static AND seating AND comfort) OR TITLE-
ABS-KEY (railways AND passenger AND comfort) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (railways AND
ride AND comfort AND analysis) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (railways AND passenger AND
objective AND comfort) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (comfort AND evaluation AND train AND
passenger) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (sitting AND comfort AND factors)). The Google Scholar
database was also searched with the same keyword combination to ensure a wide band
with the largest possible number of articles. There was no time restriction, and publications
from the first date they were available to February 2023 were included. A duplicate deletion
was made after the bibliographic search.
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2.2. Eligibility Criteria and Screening

After article selection, all titles and abstracts were scrutinized, and publications that
did not refer to dynamic or static comfort evaluation methods were excluded. Five eligibility
criteria were defined: (1) articles need to deal with static or dynamic comfort evaluation
methods; (2) articles should report a comfort assessment; (3) articles should be written in
English; (4) review articles were excluded; and (5) articles without full text available online
and that are still unavailable upon contact with authors are omitted. If the content of the
papers was unclear, we additionally reviewed the introduction and methodology sections.

3. Results

A total of 1823 articles were retrieved from the literature search; 1799 from the four
databases; and 16 papers and 8 standards were identified through other sources. The
bibliographic research yielded 1069 records after the removal of duplicates. The third
criterion excluded 300 publications, whereas 49 articles were excluded due to criterion 4,
and 43 papers were unavailable online (criterion 5). Furthermore, out of the 677 remaining
publications, 314 articles were excluded during the title and abstract screening stage because
they did not mention using comfort analysis methods. Finally, 301 papers were excluded
once no comfort assessment was reported. The remaining 62 publications were divided
according to the comfort-type evaluation method (static, dynamic, or both). Static comfort
was evaluated in 12 studies, whereas the dynamic evaluation produced 46 articles divided
into ride comfort, seat effective amplitude transmissibility (SEAT), and transmissibility
analysis, and 4 papers assessed both static and dynamic comfort. A flow diagram depicting
the steps of this systematic review is shown in Figure 1 [11].

1 

 

 

Figure 1. Information flow diagram through the steps of the systematic review process [11].

The information retrieved from the selected studies is summarised in Appendix A.
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3.1. Dynamic Comfort Evaluation

Dynamic comfort is evaluated based on the ride comfort analysis, SEAT, and trans-
missibility. Therefore, the dynamic comfort evaluation section is divided into those three
sub-sections.

3.1.1. Ride Comfort Analysis

Vibration, derived from wheel–track interaction and rail motion, generates a more
complex operating environment on trains than on other transportation systems. That is
the critical factor affecting passengers’ comfort and health, limiting their performance.
Therefore, evaluating the vibration transmission in a rail environment is fundamental
to quantifying passengers’ comfort levels and assessing the harmful consequences of
vibration [1,2,12,13].

Ride comfort, or long-term comfort, defines human tolerance to vibration exposure
over time. Several countries use their national standards to evaluate ride comfort for exam-
ple, the United Kingdom uses BS ISO 2631 [14] or BS EN 12299 [15], in Japan, the Japanese
National Railway Riding Comfort Standard [16], in the USA, ANSI/ASCE 21-13 [17], and in
China, GB/T 5599-2019 [18] is the reference standard. The application of different standards
worldwide leads to multiple ride comfort interpretations and evaluations, which explains
the difficulties in having a comprehensive evaluation methodology. Nevertheless, presently,
three main methods are worldwide accepted and widely applied. Those are the base of the
previously mentioned standards and are fully dedicated to evaluating passengers’ comfort
based on vibration analysis. ISO 2631, EN 12299, and Sperling ride index [1]. Moreover, the
impact of exposure time and car body vibration on ride comfort depends on the frequency
bands, which are sensitive to human perception. The human body has its own natural
vibration modes, which affect the human vibration feeling. When this mode matches an
externally induced vibration, resonance may occur, which, if absorbed, may result in physi-
cal stress on tissues and organs [1,2,12,13,19–21]. Furthermore, depending on the human
tissue’s characteristics, vibrations with similar intensities but different spectral contents
will induce different dynamic responses in the human body. Thus, acceleration needs
to be weighted based on human body sensitivity to obtain an index that can reflect the
vibrational feeling. Despite existing different methodologies, the three methods mentioned
above all use frequency weighting curves. Frequencies capable of producing the highest
effect are assigned the highest weight, while other frequencies are attenuated based on
their relative importance [2,22–24].

Long-term comfort evaluation methodologies are based on acceleration measure-
ments. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that although the methods share common
assumptions and objectives, they employ distinct calculation techniques to assess comfort.
Therefore, one method cannot be converted into another only by analysing its results.
Instead, a complete analysis and correlation among indexes need to be performed. This
way, it is crucial to properly understand the relationship between these indices and the
advantages and limitations of the different methods [1,2].

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) introduced ISO 2631 to
define procedures for assessing human exposure to whole-body vibration (WBV). This
standard quantifies WBV regarding comfort, human health, and motion sickness. Comfort
and health are strongly linked in many ways; therefore, frequencies between 0.5–80 Hz
are defined as interesting ones. Once at this interval, vibration affects the body as a whole,
which can lead to discomfort and fatigue. Acceleration measurements should occur on the
vibration transmission interfaces: floor, seat surface, and seatback. The root-mean-square
(rms) acceleration is calculated for each axis, and the corresponding weighting curve is
applied [2,19–21,24]. The weighting process is calculated following Equation (1)

aw =
[
∑(Wiai)

2
]1/2

(1)
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where Wi represents the weighting frequencies and ai the rms accelerations, the application
of weighting curves depends on the measurement location and purpose. The total vibration
(av) is calculated according to Equation (2):

av =
(

k2
xa2

wx + k2
ya2

wy + k2
za2

wz

)1/2

(2)

where aw are the rms accelerations for each axis, and k represents the multiplying factor
dependent on the measuring position, as presented in Table 1 regarding the comfort approach.

Table 1. Weighting curves and multiplying factors are applied following the comfort approach for a
seated passenger as defined by ISO 2631.

X-Axis Y-Axis Z-Axis

Floor Wk and kx = 0.25 Wk and ky = 0.25 Wk and kz = 0.40
Seat surface Wd and kx = 1.0 Wd and ky = 1.0 Wk and kz = 1.0

Seatback Wc and kx = 0.80 Wd and ky = 0.50 Wd and kz = 0.40

Finally, based on av, the discomfort is assessed on a defined scale (see Table 2), where
accelerations higher than 0.315 m/s2 are ranked as uncomfortable.

Table 2. ISO 2631 comfort evaluation scale.

av
(
m/s2) Ride Comfort

≤0.315 Not uncomfortable
0.5–0.63 Little uncomfortable
0.63–0.8 Little uncomfortable to fairly uncomfortable
0.8–1.0 Fairly uncomfortable to uncomfortable
1.0–1.25 Uncomfortable
1.25–1.6 Uncomfortable to very uncomfortable
1.6–2.0 Very uncomfortable

2.0–2.5 Very uncomfortable to extremely
uncomfortable

≥2.5 Extremely uncomfortable

Large fluctuations in acceleration and frequency levels may arise throughout a train
ride due to the track section’s condition, rail irregularities, braking, or speed restrictions.
ISO 2631 is suitable for evaluating WBV when minor frequency-level variations occur. To
overcome the major standard limitation, the vibration dose value (VDV) was introduced.
This method makes use of the fourth power of acceleration instead of the second power; thus,
it emphasises acceleration peaks [1,2,24]. The VDV is calculated as follows in Equation (3):

VDV =

[∫ t2

t1
[aw(t)]

4 dt
]1/4

(3)

The statistical analysis introduced by the EN 12299 standard was developed based
on the rms. EN 12299 standard defines ride comfort based on two methods: standard and
complete. The former considers only floor vibration (three directions). In contrast, the
latter uses both floor (vertical acceleration) and seat locations (vertical and lateral at the
seat surface and longitudinal at the backrest). The standard method can be classified as a
simplification of the complete method [25]. Moreover, while this standard presents several
methods to calculate different passenger comfort indices, the mean comfort index (NMV) is
commonly used.

NMV quantifies the passenger mean comfort during a continuous 5 min run. This way,
the measurement duration shall be a multiple of five, and a minimum of four travelled
zones at constant speed must be accomplished to apply the method [1,26,27]. In contrast to
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the ISO 2631 method, weighting curves are applied initially. Then the rms acceleration over
5 s is calculated for each direction (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical) throughout the tested
track. Finally, the 95th percentile (i.e., the 4th highest value) is determined for periods
of 5 min, allowing the achievement of the index for each axis [1,26]. The partial NMV is
calculated as follows:

NMVX = 6
(

aWd
XP95

)
(Longitudinal) (4)

NMVY = 6
(

aWd
YP95

)
(Lateral) (5)

NMVZ = 6
(

aWk
ZP95

)
(Vertical) (6)

where, aw
P95 represents the 95th percentile of the weighted accelerations in the three direc-

tions, x, y, and z. By combining the acceleration in the three directions, a global comfort
index is obtained, as follows in Equation (7):

NMV = 6

√(
aWd

XP95

)2
+
(

aWd
YP95

)2
+
(

aWk
ZP95

)2
(7)

The evaluation of NMV is defined by an established scale, Table 3, which considers
values between one and five. Values under one are considered a “very comfortable ride,”
and for results above five, the journey is ranked as a “very uncomfortable ride” [27].

Table 3. EN 12299 evaluation scale.

NMV Ride Comfort

≤1 Very comfortable
1–2 Comfortable
2–4 Medium
4–5 Uncomfortable
≥5 Very uncomfortable

The main advantage of this method is that it avoids sensitivity to artifactual extremes.
On the other hand, using the 95th percentile may lead to data exclusion (loss of information)
and some doubtful analysis [1]. Kufver et al. [27] considered three different hypothetical
5 min vibration patterns. Contrary to expectations, the three patterns were found to be
equally comfortable. Moreover, the lack of possibility to correspond the track irregularity’s
location with the NMV values (the highest NMV values can occur during three different
5 s time intervals), represents another significant limitation [27]. Finally, the test protocol
specifies that the test should be conducted in four blocks of 5 min each while maintaining a
constant speed. These conditions are difficult to achieve during passenger service and do
not reflect the natural in-service circumstances [25,27].

Sperling proposed an alternative ride comfort evaluation method that is fundamentally
distinct from the methods based on rms analysis. The Sperling’s ride index (Wz) is evaluated
individually for longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions. Moreover, Wz is calculated for
defined time intervals or track sections [1,22] according to the following Equation (8):

WZi =

[∫ 30

0.5
Gi( f ) B2

i ( f ) d f
]1/6.67

(8)

where Gi corresponds to the double-sided square acceleration [(cm/s2)2] and Bi represents
the frequency weighting curve. Similar to the previous methods, passenger comfort is
assessed using a scale provided in Table 4, where values below 3 indicate no discomfort
and values above 3.5 indicate extreme discomfort [2].
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Table 4. Sperling’s method comfort evaluation scale.

Wz Ride Comfort

1 Just noticeable
2 Clearly noticeable

2.5 More pronounced but not unpleasant
3 Strong, irregular but still tolerable

3.25 Very irregular

3.5 Extremely irregular, unpleasant, annoying;
prolonged exposure intolerable

4 Extremely unpleasant; prolonged exposure
harmful

The fact that Sperling’s method is evaluated based on a fixed number makes it the
most suitable for comparing different conditions or trains. Several authors concur with this
statement and emphasise that, when compared to the ISO 2631 methodology, Sperling’s
method is easier to implement and comprehend. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
ISO methodology is considerably superior in terms of accuracy and the quality of results
obtained. Additionally, this method assesses vibration individually for all directions and
is generally employed to evaluate the carriage’s vibration level instead of the passenger’s
comfort. The main limitation of Sperling’s method is that it does not account for the influence
of vibration in different frequency bands and directions on sitting comfort [22,23,28,29].

Several authors worldwide have utilized the three ride comfort analysis methodologies.
Liu et al. [25] applied ISO 2631 to investigate the effect of train speed and track geometry on
ride comfort in high-speed trains (speeds up to 400 km/h). Initially, the authors conducted
actual measurements on a high-speed train traveling at a constant speed of approximately
210 km/h, focusing on the floor, seat surface, and backrest. The data showed a total
acceleration of 0.358 m/s2, which means that the ride was a “little uncomfortable”. Then,
using the three-dimensional multi-body vehicle model developed by Wickens and Huang,
Liu et al. expanded its conclusion for speeds up to 400 km/h. The authors stated that
the track’s vertical irregularities are the predominant source of vibration discomfort, even
though the lateral irregularities also develop to be essential as speed increases. Moreover,
it was concluded that as speed increased from 200 to 300 km/h, the total acceleration
increased by a factor of 2. That factor rises to 3.5 when the speed rises from 200 km/h up to
400 km/h [25]. Similar conclusions were drawn by Peng et al. [23] when studying the ride
comfort on high-speed (300 km/h) railways connecting Shanghai and Kunming in China.
The authors applied three-axial accelerometers to the seat surface and seatback. Maximum
total accelerations of 0.12 m/s2 were obtained. Results demonstrated higher discomfort
provoked by the vertical acceleration on both the seat surface and seatback. Therefore,
vertical vibration had the most significant impact among the three directions (vertical,
lateral, and longitudinal). Furthermore, Peng et al. demonstrated that the ride comfort of
passengers is significantly affected by tunnels and the train’s speed [23]. Johannin et al. [30]
reached the same conclusions as Liu et al. and Peng et al. regarding the evaluation of whole-
body vibration (WBV) exposure of locomotive engineers under normal operating conditions.
By placing three-axial accelerometers at both floor and seat surfaces, Johannin et al. [30]
found higher weighted accelerations on the vertical axis, providing further evidence of the
significant impact of this direction on ride comfort.

Cheng and Hsu [31] numerically evaluated the effect of the vehicle speed and tilting
angles based on a tilting railway vehicle modelled by a 27 degree of freedom (DOF) car
system. Regarding the titling vehicle, as the speed rises, the ride comfort rises as well. On
the contrary, the non-tilting train ride comfort initially rises, decreasing subsequently when
vehicle speed increases. Concerning the tilting angles, higher discomfort was found for
higher angles. Ride comfort also appears to be sensitive to rail irregularities, as it increases
when those are introduced [31]. To determine the vibration limit levels that affect sedentary
activities, Khan and Sundstrom [22] instrumented the 2nd class seats of three different
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inter-regional Swedish trains, particularly the IR-train, Y2-train, and X50-train. The authors
conducted a survey questionnaire and calculated both, av and WZ. While av results noted
“not uncomfortable” rides, the same measurements evaluated with WZ ranked the journeys
as “more pronounced but not unpleasant.” The results highlighted the differences between
the applications of both standards. Regarding the vibration effect on sedentary activities,
even with the low levels of vibration demonstrated by the ride comfort methodologies, 47%
of the passengers described shocks and vibration as their leading causes of disturbance.
Moreover, 60% of passengers reported moderate difficulties in performing a short writing
test, and 12% of passengers noticed great difficulty in performing that test. The results
demonstrate that even low vibration levels can lead to significant discomfort and limitations
for rail passengers [22].

Jiang et al. [1] attempted to establish a relationship between NMV and WZ indices. For
that purpose, the authors installed three-axial accelerometers on the floors of Australian N-
series passenger carriages. As in the previously mentioned studies, both methods agreed on
the vertical direction vibration effect on passengers’ comfort caused by track irregularities.
However, the vibration ranking did not agree, as the vibration evaluated based on WZ
revealed higher discomfort levels than those of NMV [1]. Dimitriu and Leu [32] perform the
same comparison as Jiang et al. [1], but on a mechanical model travelling on a track with
vertical irregularities. The vehicle consisted of a rigid-flexible coupled model, including
an elastic beam for the carbody and six rigid bodies for bogies and axles. Initially, the
authors observed that ride comfort indices increased in a non-uniform manner when speed
increased. The non-uniform growth is justified by the geometric filtering effect, which is
a critical feature regarding the vertical behaviour of railway vehicles. Then, the critical
comfort points were identified. Indeed, at high speed (250 km/h), both bogies and the
carbody centre are comparable when applying the EN 12299 standard, demonstrating
results of 1.91 NMV at the carbody centre, 1.82 NMV above bogie 1 (front), and 1.99 NMV
above bogie 2 (rear). As in the other mentioned studies, Sperling’s method results are
slightly higher than those of Mean Comfort, presenting 2.0 WZ at the carbody centre, 2.7 WZ
above bogie 1 and 3.1 WZ above bogie 2 [32]. Munawir et al. [33] also developed a study
to compare Sperling’s method and the EN 12299 ride comfort indices on the Ampang Line
route in Malaysia. Similar evaluations were found for both EN 12299 and Sperling’s method.
Most of the time, the journey was considered comfortable. The highest discomfort levels
were 3.34 for NMV and 2.63 for WZ, respectively [33]. Dimitriu and Stanica [34] conducted a
numerical simulation to investigate the comparison between Sperling’s method and Mean
Comfort, and to predict the effects of train suspension and speed on the ride comfort index.
The vehicle model consisted of a rigid-flexible coupled model (Figure 2). The carbody
was represented by an equivalent Euler-Bernoulli beam, and the bogies and wheelsets
were modelled using rigid bodies. Utilizing a speed interval of 0–240 km/h, the authors
found a relationship between increasing speed and low comfort levels, exposing those
lower levels of comfort when speed increases. Additionally, when analysing the three
reference points (one at the carbody centre and two above each bogie) for speed until
80 km/h, the three points demonstrated similar comfort levels on both methods. As speed
increases above this threshold, the discomfort levels are higher at the bogies (1.72 NMV
above bogie 1 and 1.86 NMV above bogie 2 for 240 km/h) than at the carbody centre
(1.68 NMV at 240 km/h). Under the same running conditions, higher WZ were noticed,
as the carbody centre demonstrated 1.9 WZ discomfort, and3.0, and 2.7 WZ regarding
bogies 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore, significant differences between both ride comfort
assessment methods were reported, with the WZ producing a weaker ride comfort than the
NMV . For the suspension effect, employing values of damping ratio within the range of
0.10 to 0.40, it was found that lower levels of damping will result in a lower ride comfort
index, corresponding to higher comfort levels [34].
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Kim et al. [2] tried to compare ISO 2631, EN 12299, and Sperling’s method comfort
levels. To achieve this goal, the authors recorded acceleration measurements on Korean
high-speed trains, which were used as vibration models of railway vehicles. Based on those
models, equations of fitted curves between two ride comfort indices were obtained, namely
Wz − av, WZ − NMV and NMV − av. However, the authors did not report values of ride
comfort indices [2].

Although all three ride comfort analysis methodologies present some advantages
and limitations, the ISO 2631 standard seems to be the most widely employed one. The
methods share the application of frequency-dependent filters and acceleration records at
the passenger–seat car body interfaces. That approach involves installing a set of dedicated
accelerometers in multiple locations, which may be challenging. Indeed, the passengers’
involuntary movements may modify the accelerometers’ positioning, compromising the
measurements’ quality. Nevertheless, when performed adequately, it constitutes the more
adequate one to evaluate passenger comfort because it considers a more realistic model of
the seat structure dynamics [35–37].

3.1.2. Seat Effective Amplitude Transmissibility (SEAT)

On a rail journey, passengers spend most of their time seated. Thus, the vibration felt by
users depends on the seat’s dynamic behaviour, namely its vibration isolation performance.
Seats with poor dynamic behaviour will lead to unpleasant ride comfort [38]. SEAT value
is a complementary method used to estimate dynamic seat comfort. This indicator of seat
isolation efficiency reflects the extent to which a seat amplifies or attenuates vibration
transmission [39]. The extent to which a seat can provide vibration attenuation relies on
three factors: the spectrum of vibration (characterized by the vehicle motion), how the seat
modifies the vibration spectrum (seat vibration transmissibility), and the sensitivity of the
human body to the vibration range causing discomfort. This way, SEAT reports how those
three parameters fluctuate with the frequency and vibration direction to estimate the seat’s
vibration isolation [38,40,41].

SEAT compares the vibration discomfort when sitting on a rigid seat compared to
discomfort on a non-rigid seat [41]. Thus, SEAT is specified as the ratio between the VDV
measured on the seat and the VDV assessed on rigid support beneath the seat surface,
according to Equation (9):

SEAT % =
VDVseat

VDVf loor
× 100 (9)
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where VDVseat represents the vibration dose value measured at the seat, and VDVf loor
means those vibration dose values obtained at the floor. Depending on vibration character-
istics, it is possible to calculate SEAT by either VDV or weighted rms acceleration (aw). The
vibration Crest Factor (CF) determines how impulsive a measure is by calculating the ratio
of the peak weighted acceleration (max|aw|) to its rms value (aw), as in Equation (10):

CF =
max|aw|

aw
(10)

Data with crest factors under nine (low crest factors) can be evaluated with arms,
while data with higher crest factors must be evaluated based on VDV. Nevertheless, SEAT
evaluation is better performed using VDV once this highlights the vibration effect [42].

A SEAT value greater than 100% implies that the seat magnifies vibration transmission.
This means that the discomfort the user feels on the seat is higher than that of a rigid seat.
On the other side, SEAT values lower than 100% indicate vibration mitigation by the seat,
and therefore, the seat provides proper vibration attenuation and increases passengers’
comfort. The seat does not influence vibration transmission if a SEAT result equals 100%.
Due to the foam cushion’s inability to absorb low-frequency vibrations, which are typically
dominant in the vertical directions of railways, the vertical SEAT value of those vehicle
seats is generally higher than 100% [38].

Seats are designed to have the lowest SEAT value, yet this must fit other constraints.
Reducing the SEAT value may lead to a too-soft or too-hard seat, resulting in poor static
comfort for the passengers [38]. Therefore, the optimum SEAT value will not eliminate the
vibration transmission to the user but will minimise vibration exposure [38,40].

SEAT values can be achieved through direct acceleration measurements on rail seats
and floors, laboratory experiments that mimic the railway environment, or even by es-
timating them using vibration records and transmissibility functions of the seat/user
combination [39,42].

Multiple authors applied SEAT to measure or predict dynamic seat behaviour. Gong
and Griffin [38] used SEAT to understand vibration transmission through railroad passenger
seats, specifically in each direction. Based on a laboratory experiment, a double train seat
unit—similar to subway seats—was fixed to a six-axis motion simulator and instrumented
with two three-axial accelerometers at both the seat surface and seatback. Three types of
stimuli were applied: simulated train vibrations, three-axial random vibrations, and single
random vibrations. The authors calculated, measured, and predicted SEAT values for each
direction (longitudinal, lateral, and fore-and-aft). Results were similar for the three axes
when applying three-axial and single-axis random vibration. For the same stimulus, the
SEAT at the backrest presented 10% higher SEAT values for the three-axis vibration in the
fore-and-aft direction than for the single-axis vibration. The values obtained using the
simulated train vibration were higher than those obtained using the other two stimuli on
both seat surface and seatback conditions. The authors concluded that a real vibration
should be applied when studying the SEAT. Otherwise, the conclusions are invalid for the
conditions that passengers and seats face in service [38].

Patelli and Griffin [41] conducted a study to realise the transmission of vertical shocks
across a seat cushion. To do it, a rigid seat (weighing approximately 1000 kg) was attached
to an electrohydraulic vibrator. The subjects were seated in three conditions: a rigid seat,
40 mm seat foam, and 80 mm seat foam. The stimuli consisted of 13 different vertical
mechanical shocks with frequencies comprehended between 1–16 Hz. The SEAT results
demonstrated discomfort differences when sitting on the rigid seat and the foam cushions.
Both foams increased discomfort at frequencies between 1–4 Hz and decreased discomfort
caused by shocks within the 8–16 Hz range. The 80 mm foam originated greater discomfort,
i.e., higher foam thickness increased user vibration discomfort [41]. Van Niekerk et al. [42]
conducted a laboratory experiment to investigate using SEAT values to predict dynamic
comfort and the correlation between subjective and objective data. Sixteen seats were
fixed to a six-DOF hydraulic actuator, which vertically excited the seats. The seats were
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instrumented with two three-axial accelerometers placed at the seat surface and backrest.
Besides measuring data objectively, six subjects also ranked the discomfort based on the Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) scale. Seat surface results indicated a good correlation between
SEAT values and dynamic vertical comfort. The correlation between SEAT’s objective and
subjective results revealed promising results, as the preferences of the six subjects were
similar to the objective data measurements. This way, the authors assumed that it is feasible
to set levels for vertical vibration transmission utilizing SEAT values [42]. In a complementary
study with the same objective as the previous one but on the seatback, Westhuizen and Van
Niekerk [39] implemented the same methodology and used the same seats and subjects.
However, the authors failed to identify the seatback influence on dynamic seat comfort, as no
correlation was found between subjective and objective data results [39].

3.1.3. Transmissibility

Seat dynamics is mostly quantified in terms of transmissibility, which verifies seat
efficiency in handling vibration discomfort. The seat and human body constitute a coupled
complex dynamic system. This way, train seats are fundamental to reducing vibration
transmission from the carbody to the passenger [20,41,43]. A substantial difference may
be noted when comparing the transmissibility of subjects with identical characteristics,
namely identical mass. Seat transmissibility can be highly influenced by the biodynamics
of the human body and its noticeable non-linearity [44]. The human body has its own
natural resonance frequencies that, when matched, can result in physiological responses.
The frequency range between 4 and 8 Hz conducts resonance in the abdominal region;
those like the head and neck muscles are affected by a superior frequency range within
20–30 Hz. Finally, in the frequency interval comprehended between 30 and 80 Hz, the
ocular system perceives resonance [21,45–47].

The biodynamic response of the human body is cross-axis-coupled, i.e., inducing vi-
bration in one axis may lead to a response in another axis. Westhuizen and Van Niekerk [39]
demonstrated the cross-axis characteristic of transmissibility by reporting significant body
movements in the fore-and-aft direction at the seatback when only vertical excitation was
induced at the seat base. This way, the cross-axis-coupled characteristic of seat transmissi-
bility was proven.

Moreover, various authors assessed the influence of subjects’ physical characteristics,
such as weight, on the resonance frequency and seat transmissibility. Several studies con-
ducted employing subjects with varying mass ranges reported unaffected results. Once the
foam’s behaviour justifies the absence of the subject’s weight effect on seat transmissibility,
raising the loading imposed by the subject’s weight tends to raise the foam’s dynamic stiff-
ness. Therefore, inter-subject variability does not affect vibration transmissibility [48–52].

Transmissibility varies in direction, specifically in the vertical, fore-and-aft, and lateral
directions, and location, for example, on the seat surface and seatback. Multiple laboratory
experiments have exhibited a vertical transmissibility peak at around 4–6 Hz when sitting
upright with seatback support [38,40,48,52]. The seat surface generally presents lateral
and longitudinal transmissibility around 25 Hz. Those values are reported for the lateral
and vertical transmissibility at the seatback, whereas its longitudinal vibration transmis-
sibility reports frequencies around 4–6 Hz [38]. However, these experiments implement
transmissibility tests in a train seat simplification constituted by a single rigid seat frame
with different characteristics from those of a traditional train seat. Figure 3 shows that the
seat model used in those experiments has frame dimensions and support points distinct
from the current train seat designs. Additionally, the foam was freely placed on top of the
seat surface without any restricting cover [38,40,48,52]. The foam constraint conditions are
fundamental to adequately evaluating the influence of the foam thickness variation on the
seat transmissibility, especially on the evaluation of its dynamic stiffness [40].
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Based on a simplified experimental setup, Ribeiro et al. [53] instrumented a 2nd class
Alfa Pendular seat to experimentally and numerically, investigate its transmissibility in a
rail environment. A transmissibility resonance around 4.3 Hz was experimentally obtained.
A 1 DOF numerical simulation achieved the same results [53]. Then, Ribeiro et al. [54]
numerically investigated the vertical sitting transmissibility passengers felt when crossing
a bridge. A 1 DOF numerical simulation demonstrated vertical transmissibility of 4.3 Hz.
The authors also concluded that the identified frequency mode corresponds to isolated
vibrations of the passenger-seat system and is unrelated to vehicle carbody natural fre-
quencies [54]. Liu et al. [25] were the first authors to study the transmissibility of railway
seats and their association with carbody natural frequencies in a real train environment.
The authors instrumented a standard-class seat on a Chinese high-speed train in service.
Vertical transmissibility around 5 Hz was noticed regarding the seat cushion. Considering
the seatback, the vertical transmissibility revealed peaks at 7, 10, 20, and 30 Hz. Perform-
ing the vertical floor input—fore-and-aft seatback output transmissibility, longitudinal
transmissibility was obtained at approximately 12 Hz, which corresponds to the first-order
vertical bending and torsional modes of the carbody. This study evidences the importance
of carbody natural frequencies on seat transmissibility [25]. Following the same approach
as Ribeiro et al. [53], Silva et al. [55] expanded the experimental setup on 1st and 2nd class
seats of Alfa Pendular trains to investigate its transmissibility and modal identification in
real-world conditions. Authors found that seat movements depend on foam’s inability to
absorb vibration and the carbody’s natural frequencies. Moreover, transmissibility results
revealed lower values than those obtained from experiments conducted under laboratory
conditions. Therefore, the influence of the seat structural frame and foam leather cover on
transmissibility was proved. This was the first experiment that contemplated all aspects of
seat dynamics on seat transmissibility, namely the effect of the seat cushion’s flexibility and
carbody components on seat transmissibility [55]. Figure 4 presents the simplified experi-
mental setup used by Ribeiro et al. [53] and the expanded experimental setup developed
by Silva et al. [55].
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Figure 4. Transmissibility experimental setup applied in real train environment experiments:
(a) Ribeiro et al. [53] setup; (b) Silva et al. [55] expanded setup.

Moreover, the use of a backrest also significantly influences vibration discomfort.
Basri and Griffin [40] compared vibration transmissibility when sitting in a rigid back to
a seatback with foam. Although foam reduced the vibrations at frequencies superior to
around 8 Hz, it intensified those vibrations within the 4–8 Hz range for the x-axis vibration.
The discomfort caused by the longitudinal vibration at the seatback decreases by 30–40%
when the backrest reclining angle increases from 0◦ to 30◦. Thus, seatback inclination
decreases vibration discomfort [40].

Concerning seat cushion properties, changing foam thickness has usually been demon-
strated to have the most noticeable and predictable impacts on seat transmissibility. Dou-
bling the foam’s thickness approximately halved its stiffness, increasing transmissibility
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and discomfort. Patelli and Griffin [41] performed an experimental study to examine the
effect of foam thickness on seat transmissibility. The authors increased the foam thickness
from 40 mm to 80 mm. Consequently, transmissibility was reduced from 4–7 Hz to 3–5 Hz,
respectively. Resonance frequencies were within the 3–4 Hz range for 40 mm foam, de-
creasing to 2–3 Hz for 80 mm foam. The experimental subjects did not exert contact with
the seatback [41]. Zhang et al. [48] stated a similar tendency. The authors noticed a higher
transmissibility resonance when the seat cushion foam thickness increased from 60 mm to
80 mm and, posteriorly, to 100 mm. Ebe and Griffin [56] and Neal [57] reported the same
tendency as those aforementioned studies.

In contrast, varying the foam hardness (composition and density) does not substan-
tially affect seat transmissibility. Indeed, density influences static comfort but not seat
transmissibility because of the hysteresis loss. Ebe and Griffin [9] analysed that param-
eter by using four foam cushions with equal dimensions but varying densities (from
45 to 65 kg/m3). Seat transmissibility did not notice meaningful alterations, differing from
what was observed with the individual’s comfort judgements. This way, those judgement
variations were connected to the static seat comfort [9]. Choi and Kim [58] conducted a
distinct investigation to assess the molecular effect of crosslinking agents on the dynamic
comfort of polyurethane foams (traditionally used on railway vehicles). Three crosslinking
agents were used, namely DEA, DETA, and BHMTA. Vibrational energy can be transmit-
ted from one side to the other of the foam over the cell wall and struts. Regarding cell
morphology, a thinner cell wall, strut, and lower wall area are presumably advantageous
in achieving lower vibration transmission. Those characteristics were evidenced by the
BHMTA crosslinking agent foam, which guaranteed the lowest vibration transmissibility.
The DETA foam demonstrated a higher cell wall area, which negatively influenced transmis-
sibility. Thus, the crosslinking agent has a strong impact on the dynamic comfort properties
of polyurethane foams and should be carefully selected to increase the passengers’ comfort.
The results presented by the authors are demonstrated in Figure 5 [58].
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3.2. Static Evaluation

“Static comfort” refers to the sitting impressions of seat users when there is no vi-
bration. Both dynamic and static seat characteristics influence overall seat discomfort.
These two factors are firmly connected; the importance of one depends on the other. In
situations with low or absent vibration, discomfort evaluation depends mostly on the static
seat characteristics. In contrast, dynamic features dominated discomfort evaluation when
vibration magnitude increased. Therefore, it is essential to consider static and dynamic
seat characteristics when evaluating passengers’ comfort. Interface pressure and foam
properties are commonly evaluated using a static comfort evaluation technique [10,59].
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When a passenger sits, it exerts pressure on the seat cushion due to the biomechanical
load imposed by the musculoskeletal structure. The pressure at the interface between the
seat and the user’s buttocks varies over the seat surface area since the human buttocks are
not flat. Local pressure variation is generally defined as pressure distribution, which can be
affected by multiple factors, such as the user’s anatomical characteristics and seat foam
features such as hardness and shape. Pressure distribution provides information such as
specific pressure points, contact area, and peak pressure. Moreover, pressure distribution
directly correlates with seat comfort and subjective comfort evaluation once it is obtained
with a person sitting. This way, pressure measurements evaluate the biomechanics factor
of sitting discomfort by evaluating and correlating objective measurements with subjective
rankings [3,9,60,61].

When a passenger sits down, more than 70% of their body weight is supported by
the seat cushion, resulting in a significant concentration of pressure, particularly in the
ischial tuberosity area, leading to pressure peaks. This interface pressure causes low oxygen
content in cells, inducing fatigue, pain, and discomfort [10,60,62,63]. However, the literature
has no consensus about the maximum pressure threshold. Multiple authors defend the fact
that 32 mmHg should not be exceeded. That pressure corresponds to the capillary pressure
value, and an above-normal pressure can be considered harmful once it can obstruct the
capillaries, restricting blood circulation and, consequently, resulting in a deprivation of
oxygen in the tissues, causing discomfort [59,60,64–66]. In contrast, other authors state
that a seat is considered comfortable if it presents a maximum of 43.50 mmHg pressure
under the ischial tuberosities and 21.75 mmHg elsewhere. This highlights the fact that
the mean pressure should never be above 37.75 mmHg; at this pressure, skin capillaries
close [61,63]. Although no studies define the ideal body pressure distribution, there seems
to be a consensus that a widely dispersed distribution without local concentration peaks
represents the ideal foam [3,59,61,63–67].

Using a pressure map sensor in conjunction with the seat pressure distribution (SPD%)
indicates the seat cushion’s ability to distribute pressure uniformly [61]. It is calculated
according to Equation (11),

SPD% =
∑n

i=1(pi − pm)
2

4np2
m

× 100 (11)

where n represents the total number of nonzero cell elements, pi is the pressure on its
cells, and pm is the mean pressure of the n elements. Lower SPD% corresponds to uniform
pressure distribution on the seat surface, whereas zero represents the total equilibrium of
pressure distribution.

User anthropometric characteristics, such as weight, height, body mass index (BMI),
and body part or knee angle, influence pressure distribution. Heavy subjects tend to induce
lower pressure due to their higher contact area with the seat surface, while thinner subjects
present higher pressure around the ischial tuberosities area [61]. Hu et al. [61] evaluated
the effect of BMI on sitting pressure distribution. Three individuals with different BMIs
(underweight, normal, and obese) were tested. Normal users presented lower pressure
magnitudes (maximum and mean pressures) and lower contact areas. In contrast, the obese
subject generates the highest contact area. Results demonstrated that contact area would
linearly increase when subjects’ weight and height increased. Due to the larger contact
area, the obese subject also had the lowest SPD% of all subjects. Therefore, larger contact
areas represent more evenly distributed pressure and, consequently, lower discomfort
levels [61]. Akgunduz et al. [67] examined the influence of knee angle on seat interface
pressure. Results suggested that increasing the angle from 95◦ to 115◦ and up to 135◦

decreased the pressure around the ischial tuberosities and increased pressure beneath
the thighs. This way, pressure is distributed along the seat surface, reducing pressure
magnitudes. The increased contact area also supports this fact [67]. Xu et al. [60] discussed
the association between local comfort and whole-body comfort. Four body parts were
defined: the back, waist, hips, and thighs. Pressure measurements and a subjective ranking
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assessed discomfort. Results highlighted the hips as the most significant body part affecting
whole-body discomfort, followed by the back, waist, and thighs (Figure 6a; [60]). A similar
study by Peng et al. [63] revealed the passengers’ local and overall comfort degradation
mechanisms on high-speed railways. Pressure map sensors measure the interface pressure
between the user and the seat on a 2nd class Chinese high-speed rail seat (Figure 6b). At
every 10 min of the experiment, passengers also evaluated discomfort based on a subjective
ranking. Local comfort was divided into eight parts: shoulders, mid-back, side back, waist,
buttocks, and upper, side, and lower thigh. Results demonstrated that the comfort of the
shoulders, waist, and buttocks mainly influences overall comfort. In contrast, the side
back, upper thigh, and lower thigh noticed the lowest correlation with overall comfort.
Comfort degradation was defined based on sitting time. During the initial 20 min of sitting,
the seat has a negative influence on the comfort degradation rate, with fatigue appearing
after this time [63]. Yuxie et al. [3] also analysed sitting duration on overall comfort on
high-speed railways. By evaluating comfort with both objective (the Tekscan body pressure
measurement system) and subjective (the numerical rating scale [NRS]) methods, the
authors concluded that higher sitting duration leads to higher discomfort levels [3].
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Regarding foam characteristics, hardness, hysteresis loss, SAG factor, and foam shape
may interfere with pressure distribution and are generally presented as static comfort
properties. Seat hardness seems to be the factor that mainly affects pressure distribution
comfort. Multiple authors stated that softer seats lead to higher comfort levels. Indeed, the
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soft contact area is considerably larger than that of a rigid seat, which minimises pressure
peaks on the soft seat. Moreover, a more rigid foam is less flexible than a soft one, which
induces higher pressure around the ischial tuberosities. Therefore, on a rigid seat, the
contact area is caused by the subject’s buttocks’ deformation, whereas on a soft seat, both
seat and buttock deformations contribute to enlarging the contact area [9,61,67].

Commonly, the foam hardness is obtained following the ISO 2439 standard specifica-
tions, particularly the 25% ILD hardness. That standard also defines the calculation of the
SAG factor and foam hysteresis loss. Seat materials require a high SAG factor and low hys-
teresis values [9,58,68]. The SAG factor represents comfort while seated and is determined
as the ratio of the stress value of 65% with that of 25%. The proposed recommendation is to
use a SAG factor higher than 2.8 for seating applications. At lower values, bottoming may
occur as the passengers feel the seat pad bottom [9,58]. The hysteresis loss is calculated
as the percentage ratio of energies between the loading (0–75%) and unloading (75–0%)
compression cycles. Energy is obtained based on the area under the stress-strain curve.
This way, hysteresis loss represents the passengers’ comfort during de-seating [58]. This
property is highly influenced by the cellular foam structure, particularly the cell wall area
ratio, once energy loss occurs, mainly due to the buckling that affects the unrecovered cell
walls and struts by buckling during the compression cycle. Therefore, low cell wall area
ratios are required to obtain low hysteresis values [58]. Figure 7 illustrates the influence of
the crosslinking agent found by Choi and Kim [58] on hysteresis loss evaluation, where the
BHMTA agent promoted the lowest cell wall area ratio.
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Ebe and Griffin [9] related multiple static physical foam characteristics to subjects’
impressions of sitting comfort. Based on four foams with equal hardness but different
densities (45, 52, 55, and 65 kg/m3), the influence of density, hysteresis loss, and the SAG
factor on sitting comfort was investigated. The low-density foam (45 kg/m3) was judged
as the least comfortable foam, whereas high-durability foam (55 kg/m3) was ranked as
the most comfortable seat. The same foams presented 34.3% and 29% hysteresis loss,
respectively. This way, in opposition to what was expected, it was observed that the
foam with a higher hysteresis loss was classified as the most comfortable. Moreover, from
the investigated factors, the hysteresis loss revealed the lowest correlation with comfort
evaluations, whereas a higher correlation between seat comfort and the SAG factor was
obtained [9].

Tang et al. [69] developed an experiment to indicate which seat cushion foam shape
model is preferred based on discomfort analysis. Three surface shape models were pro-
duced with equal thickness and material: (1) a bilateral protruding cushion; (2) a front
protruding cushion; and (3) a flat cushion. A pressure sensor system and a subjective body
region discomfort questionnaire quantified discomfort. Static pressure distribution among
the three cushions showed a significant difference, with foam (2) exhibiting the highest
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pressure peaks, followed by foam (1), while cushion (3) had the lowest peaks. On the
subjective questionnaire, the highest overall comfort was achieved by foam (3), and the
lowest by foam (1). Thus, the flat cushion shape was considered the most suitable foam
shape for high-speed railway seats [69].

4. Discussion

Multiple factors influence railroad passengers’ comfort, being those dependent on the
vehicle and its motion the primary research concern. The comfort of passengers is depen-
dent on the static and dynamic characteristics of the vehicle and seat, and whether or not
vibrations are present. The influence of both comfort types depends on the environmental
conditions. The comfort experienced by passengers is influenced by both the static and
dynamic characteristics of the vehicle and seat, with the former being more significant for
low vibration magnitudes, and the latter dominating discomfort when vibration magnitude
increases [10]. Dynamic comfort is evaluated by ride comfort indexes, SEAT, and trans-
missibility, whereas static comfort is mainly assessed by measuring the seat-user interface
pressure. This pressure highly depends on the user’s anthropometric characteristics and
foam properties.

Ride comfort defines the human tolerance to vibration exposure over time. Besides
several countries applying their comfort evaluation standards, those were developed based
on three main methodologies/standards specially developed for that purpose, ISO 2631,
EN 12299, and Sperling’s method. Evaluations following the different methods agree
that acceleration in the vertical direction induces higher discomfort than longitudinal or
lateral accelerations. Moreover, the track’s vertical irregularities are the dominant cause of
vibration discomfort [23,25,30]. However, besides sharing the same assumptions, frequency
dependence, and goals, each method has its own calculation formulation and evaluation
scale. Thus, one method cannot be directly converted into another without performing a
complete analysis [1]. Although several authors have attempted to establish a methodology
for comparing ride comfort methods, this goal has not yet been achieved. Experimental
campaigns must be performed and evaluated based on the three methods to fill this research
gap. Moreover, the lack of a consensus methodology capable of being applied worldwide
and in multiple conditions leads to misevaluation when comparing results.

Based on the ride comfort analysis, especially the ISO 2631 analysis, SEAT values
should be calculated as a complementary comfort analysis for an accurate passenger
comfort evaluation. The SEAT reflects seat isolation efficiency [39]. Due to the low-
frequency vibrations, dominant in the vertical direction of railways, and foam’s incapacity
to absorb them, a vertical SEAT higher than 100% is expected [38]. Currently, SEAT
evaluations are primarily performed in laboratory experiments, which do not accurately
translate the seat’s behaviour under service conditions. Gong and Griffin [38] concluded
that SEAT values should be obtained based on real vibration conditions; otherwise, the
conclusions are not valid for service conditions.

Seat transmissibility quantifies seat dynamics and verifies its efficiency in handling
vibration discomfort. Seat efficiency depends on human body biodynamics, vibration exci-
tation, and foam properties. The human body produces nonlinear physiological responses
to vibration. Thus, the vibration frequency range influences some body regions more than
others. For example, frequencies comprehended between 4–8 Hz led to resonance in the
abdominal region [20,41,44]. Moreover, once the biodynamic response of the human body
is cross-axis-coupled, vibration transmissibility presents the same characteristic. The cross-
axis-coupled transmissibility is a crucial factor because, in this way, vibration induced in
one axis induces responses in other axes [39]. Seat users’ anthropometric characteristics do
not influence vibration transmissibility [48–52]. Additionally, to being cross-axis-coupled,
transmissibility differs in direction and location. Therefore, transmissibility peaks in ver-
tical, longitudinal, and lateral directions in both the seat surface and seatback, present
different trends. While the vertical seat surface transmissibility exhibits a peak between
4–6 Hz, the transmissibility increases up to around 25 Hz in both the lateral and longi-
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tudinal directions. The seatback transmissibility peaks are a rotation of those of the seat
surface. This way, while the vertical and lateral transmissibilities have peaked around
25 Hz, the longitudinal ones are comprehended between 4–6 Hz [38]. The most referenced
bibliography studies’ major limitation concerns their performance on a seat simulator
instead of a train seat. Seat dimensions, support points, foam coupling, real train vibration
induction, and the influence of carbody natural frequencies on seat transmissibility are
crucial parameters not evaluated in those studies. Transmissibility tests should be con-
ducted in real-world train environments instead of laboratory analysis. This way, tests can
be adapted to perform a modal identification and analysis of the seat structure. Particularly,
natural frequencies related to the seat frame structure can be distinguished from those
dependent on the carbody, therefore increasing the ability to perform a more robust comfort
evaluation. Regarding the foam properties, the thickness was demonstrated to influence
seat transmissibility. Doubling the foam’s thickness approximately halved its stiffness,
increasing transmissibility and discomfort [41,46,48,56,57]. Foam hardness, composition,
and density do not significantly affect seat transmissibility [9].

The biomechanical load the human body’s musculoskeletal structure imposes on a seat
surface defines its interface pressure. That depends on the users’ anatomical characteristics
and foam properties, such as hardness, hysteresis loss, and SAG factor. The human buttocks
are not flat. Therefore, local pressure varies over the seating contact area, achieving higher
values under the ischial tuberosities. Those local pressure peaks are highly related to
discomfort and should be avoided [3,9,60,61]. The maximum interface pressure threshold
is not well-defined in the literature. Some authors defend the fact that a 32 mmHg pressure
should not be exceeded once it represents the capillary pressure value, while others accept a
higher 37.75 mmHg pressure. However, although the lack of consensus defines a maximum
pressure threshold, it seems unanimous that the ideal seat will avoid pressure peaks,
leading to a widely dispersed distribution [59,61,63–67,70].

Regarding passengers’ anthropometric characteristics influencing interface pressure,
subjects’ weight has the most substantial impact. Heavier subjects report higher contact
areas with the seat surface, leading to lower pressure and increased comfort. In contrast,
thinner subjects tend to produce a higher pressure around the ischial tuberosities, resulting
in higher discomfort levels [61]. Additionally, the waist and buttocks are the most remark-
able body parts influencing whole-body discomfort [60,63]. Currently, to the author’s
knowledge and research, only experiments conducted with adults have been performed.
Since the interface pressure depends on the subject’s weight, conducting an interface pres-
sure experiment on children would be interesting since they are typically shorter and lighter
than adults.

Foam properties, i.e., hardness, hysteresis loss, and SAG factor, also significantly
impact pressure distribution. Softer seats reach higher comfort levels due to their increased
contact area than rigid seats [9,61,67]. For seating applications, the SAG factor, which
measures comfort while sitting, should have a value higher than 2.8. Lower values induce
bottoming and, consequently, passenger discomfort [9,58]. In its turn, hysteresis loss
represents the passenger’s comfort during de-seating. Thus, theoretically, low hysteresis
loss values are required to increase passengers’ comfort [58]. However, an experimental
study conducted by Ebe and Griffin [9] showed the opposite, indicating that passengers
reported higher comfort levels for foam with high hysteresis loss. The lack of experiments
regarding this factor, coupled with the opposite conclusions between theoretical and
experimental results, highlights the need for further research on this topic. Moreover, the
same study concluded that the SAG factor highly correlates with passenger comfort [9].
Collectively, the ideal foam presents low hysteresis loss, a high SAG factor, and low
vibration transmissibility.

To the author’s knowledge and appreciable research, there is a lack of interface pres-
sure tests conducted on real train seats under static and dynamic conditions. To accurately
characterise static foam comfort, foam evaluation should be performed as a complement to
interface pressure analysis and foam properties laboratory analysis, namely density, hard-
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ness, hysteresis loss, and SAG factor. This way, the foam behaviour under static conditions
could be thoroughly evaluated. There is a general consensus among most authors regarding
the effectiveness of evaluating the combined static and dynamic comfort of seating. The
authors’ knowledge suggests that only four published studies have evaluated both types
of comfort simultaneously, indicating a gap in research.

5. Conclusions

Railways are currently one of the most used public transportation systems. Therefore, its
comfort performance is now a central theme regarding rail design. Depending on multiple
factors, rail comfort is evaluated by the both static and dynamic behaviour of motion param-
eters. Interface pressure, density, hysteresis loss, and the SAG factor define static comfort,
whereas dynamic comfort is assessed using ride comfort, SEAT, and seat transmissibility.

Ride comfort is evaluated by three main methods: ISO 2631, EN 12299, and Sperling’s
method. Although these methodologies share similar assumptions and goals, the comfort
calculations vary, and no correlation has been found between the methods, invalidating
a universal analysis methodology. It should also be highlighted that the absence of a
consensus methodology for evaluating passengers’ ride comfort may lead to erroneous
assessments when comparing results. This way, a research gap can be identified, and more
efforts must be made to accomplish a global and consensus ride comfort evaluation method-
ology. SEAT and transmissibility agree in determining the importance of vertical vibrations
in passengers’ discomfort. Nevertheless, the main bibliographic research conducted on
these topics is performed under laboratory conditions, which do not consider the influence
of the seat frame structure and carbody natural frequencies. Therefore, those experiments
may not properly reproduce railroad service conditions and how those parameters affect
passengers’ comfort.

The combination of interface pressure analysis and foam properties accurately defines
the foam’s static behaviour. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have reported
the combined use of static comfort analysis methods. Further research is needed in this area.
Furthermore, multiple studies demonstrated that the subject’s weight influences the interface
pressure. Since children are typically shorter and lighter than adults, conducting experimental
research on children’s interface pressure in rail seats would be relevant.

There is a generalised lack of experiments conducted on real rail vehicles and seats.
Laboratory experiments allow comfort predictions but do not represent actual in-service
conditions. Moreover, comfort can only be thoroughly evaluated if static and dynamic
evaluations are performed. The present research revealed an investigation gap once only four
studies were obtained regarding that type of evaluation. More work is needed to evaluate
and increase passengers’ comfort and promote rail usage as a daily transportation system.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Dynamic comfort evaluations with the respective evaluation types (ride comfort, SEAT, and transmissibility), evaluated factor, elements analysed (seat
surface, seat backrest, floor, and foam), experiment types (laboratory experiment, rail environment experiment, and numerical simulation), and study conclusions.
Bibliographic references are ordered chronologically, from the most recent study to the oldest.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2023 [55] Transmissibility and
Modal identification

-Transmissibility in rail
conditions (effect of seat frame
and foam)

Floor and seat
(surface and

seatback)

Rail environment
experiment

-Lower transmissibility resonance peaks than
laboratory experiments
-Transmissibility depends on foam’s incapacity to absorb
low vibration frequencies
-Transmissibility depends on seat frame structure
-Carbody natural frequencies influence transmissibility

2022 [2]
Ride comfort (ISO 2631,

EN 12299, and Sperling’s
method)

-Methods comparison Floor Rail environment
experiment -Numerical correlation between three ride comfort indexes

2022 [43] Ride comfort (EN 12299
and Sperling’s method)

-Influence of track quality and
wind load on comfort Floor Numerical

simulation
-Track quality as neglective effect on comfort compared with
wind load

2022 [45] Not applicable -Shock and vibration
health effects Not applicable Not applicable -Negative impact of vibration

2021 [23] Ride comfort (ISO 2631) -Effect of track
-Influence of vibration direction

Seat (surface and
backrest)

Rail environment
experiment

-Vertical vibration mostly impacts discomfort
-Tunnels and running speed have a significant influence on
vibration discomfort

2021 [34] Ride comfort (EN 12299
and Sperling’s method)

-Effect of speed
-Effect of suspension Floor Numerical

simulation
-Higher speeds lead to higher discomfort levels
-Lower damping conducts to lower comfort levels

2021 [54] Transmissibility -Influence of bridges passing in
transmissibility

Floor and seat
surface

Numerical
simulation

-Vertical transmissibility is equal to 4.3 Hz (1 DOF system)
-Vertical transmissibility of the passenger-seat system is
unrelated to the vehicle carbody natural frequencies

2019 [1] Ride comfort (EN 12299
and Sperling’s method) -Methods comparison Floor Rail environment

experiment -Sperling’s method revealed higher discomfort levels
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Table A1. Cont.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2019 [25] Ride comfort (ISO 2631)
and transmissibility

-Effect of speed
-Effect of track geometry
-Identification of resonance
peaks according to the direction

Floor and Seat
(surface and

backrest)

Rail environment
experiment +

Numerical
simulation

-As speed increases, discomfort is influenced by track
geometry, especially lateral direction
-Vertical irregularities are the dominant cause of
vibration discomfort
-Seat surface vertical transmissibility: 5 Hz
-Seatback longitudinal transmissibility: 12 Hz

2019 [41] SEAT and
Transmissibility

-Influence of vertical shocks
transmission
-Influence of foam thickness

Floor and seat
surface (only foam)

Laboratory
experiment

-Higher foam thickness increases vibration discomfort
-Thicker foams have higher transmissibility resonances

2019 [18] Ride comfort standard
(China) -Mechanical vibration and shock Not applicable Not applicable -Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

2018 [32] Ride comfort (EN 12299
and Sperling’s method) -Methods comparison Floor Numerical

simulation -Sperling’s method revealed higher discomfort levels

2018 [38] SEAT and
Transmissibility

-Vibration transmission on train
seats and the influence of
vibration excitation

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Seat surface lateral and longitudinal transmissibility: 25 Hz
-Seat surface vertical vibration: 3.8–5.0 Hz
-Seat backrest, vertical and lateral transmissibility.: 24 Hz
-Seat backrest longitudinal trans.: 4 Hz
-Real vibration should be applied; otherwise, conclusions
are invalid

2017 [33] Ride comfort (EN 12299
and Sperling’s method) -Methods comparison Seat surface Rail environment

experiment -Similar evaluation results for both methods

2016 [31] Ride comfort -Effect of speed Floor Numerical
simulation

-Vehicle speed increases discomfort increases
-Higher tilting angles lead to higher discomfort

2015 [28]
Ride comfort (ISO 2631,

EN 12299, and Sperling’s
method)

-Vibration comfort level Floor Numerical
simulation -Advantages and limitations of ride comfort methodologies

2015 [48] Transmissibility
-Influence of subject’s variability
(weight and height)
-Influence of foam thickness

Foam (cushion and
backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Inter-subject variability does not influence transmissibility
-Increasing foam thickness decreases vertical
transmissibility resonances

2014 [40] Transmissibility -Influence of seatback foam and
inclination on transmissibility

Foam (cushion and
backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Recline seat reduces discomfort
-Rigid seats increase vibration magnitude
transmission and discomfort
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Table A1. Cont.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2013 [13] Ride comfort (ISO 2631)
and SEAT

-Method of measuring
whole-body vibration

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Quantification of ride comfort according to
ISO 2631 and VDV
-Seat quantified with regard to SEAT

2013 [44] Transmissibility

-Influence of soft seating on the
apparent mass of
the human body
-Factors influencing seat
dynamic response

Foam Laboratory
experiment

-Stiffness of foam tends to increase with increasing
frequency of vibration
-Vertical transmissibility around 5 Hz
-Increasing magnitude of vibration produced significant
reductions in the resonance frequency of the transmissibility

2013 [53] Transmissibility -Transmissibility in rail
conditions

Floor and seat
surface

Rail environment
experiment +

Numerical
simulation

-Vertical transmissibility around 4.3 Hz (experimental and 1
DOF system)

2013 [17] Ride comfort standard
(USA) -Mechanical vibration and shock Not applicable Not applicable -Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

2011 [52] SEAT and
Transmissibility

-Influence of user
anthropometric characteristics
on vibration transmission

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Seat surface lateral and longitudinal transmissibility: 25 Hz
-Seat surface vertical vibration: 3.8–5.0 Hz
-Seat backrest vertical and lateral trans.: 24 Hz
-Seat backrest longitudinal trans.: 4 Hz
-No statistically significant correlations
between subject mass (or body mass index) and SEAT
values were found, so the subject’s anthropometric
characteristics do not influence transmissibility

2010 [20] Ride comfort (ISO 2631
and Sperling’s method)

-Influence of vibration direction
-Methods comparison

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Rail environment
experiment

-Influence of vertical vibration
-Sperling’s index produced higher discomfort values than
ISO 2631

2010 [27] Ride comfort (EN 12299) -Track irregularity’s location Floor Numerical
simulation

-Lack of possibility to correspond to the track irregularity’s
location

2007 [22] Ride comfort (ISO 2631) -Influence of vibration direction
and magnitude

Floor, seat (surface,
backrest, and

armrest), and table

Rail environment
experiment

-Vibration is the main cause of disturbance and may lead to
limitations in performing sedentary activities

2007 [37] Ride comfort (ISO 2631) -Influence of vibration direction Seat surface Numerical
simulation -Influence of vertical vibration direction
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Table A1. Cont.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2006 [35] Ride comfort (ISO 2631) -Influence of vibration
magnitude and direction

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Higher magnitude leads to higher discomfort
-Main influence of vertical direction

2006 [39] SEAT and
Transmissibility

-Predict dynamic sitting comfort
using SEAT and transmissibility

Seat (surface and
seatback)

Laboratory
experiment

-Good correlation between SEAT and vertical comfort
-Seat surface vertical transmissibility around 5 Hz
-Failed to identify seatback influence on dynamic comfort

2006 [16] Ride comfort standard
(Japan) -Mechanical vibration and shock Not applicable Not applicable -Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

2005 [19] Not applicable -Health risks of vibration Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

2005 [29]
Ride comfort (ISO 2631,

EN 12299, and Sperling’s
method)

-Influence of speed
-Influence of rail condition
-Influence of rail curvature

Floor Rail environment
experiment

-Speed and rail conditions significantly influenced
vibration discomfort
-Influence order: speed, rail condition, and rail curvature

2003 [42] SEAT and
Transmissibility

-Predict dynamic sitting comfort
-Correlation between subjective
and objective methods

Floor and seat
(surface and

backrest)

Laboratory
experiment

-Correlation between SEAT objective and subjective results
noticed promising results
-Subject’s preferences were similar to the objective data
measurements

2002 [30] Ride comfort (ISO 2631) -Influence of vibration direction Floor and seat
surface

Rail environment
experiment -Vertical vibration is the main cause of vibration discomfort

2001 [14,19] ISO 2631 standard -Mechanical vibration and shock Not applicable Not applicable -Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration

2001 [57]
Transmissibility and

Foam properties
(hysteresis loss)

-Influence of foam thickness Foam Laboratory
experiment

-Thicker foams have higher transmissibility resonances
-Hysteresis does not depend on the thickness

2000 [49] Transmissibility -Dynamic foam response Foam

Laboratory
experiment +

Numerical
simulation

-Higher compression does not influence transmissibility

2000 [56] Transmissibility -Influence of foam thickness
and hardness Foam Laboratory

experiment

-Thinner foam cushions were evaluated as significantly
more uncomfortable than thicker foam cushions
-Discomfort increased as vibration magnitude increased
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Table A1. Cont.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

1999 [15,26] EN 12299 standard -Ride comfort for passengers Not applicable Not applicable -Measurement and evaluation

1998 [50] Transmissibility -Influence of increasing masses
on transmissibility

Seat surface
and foam

Laboratory
experiment

-Higher mass (sandbags) compression does not influence
transmissibility

1990 [21] Not applicable -Health risks of vibration Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

1989 [47] Ride comfort (ISO2631) -Evaluation factors of
whole-body vibration Seat Not applicable

-Whole-body vibration analysis
-Frequency weighting
-Vibration measurement systems

1977 [51] Transmissibility -Dynamic characteristics of
seat-human interaction

Floor and seat
surface

Laboratory
experiment

-Subjects weight and height does not influence vibration
transmissibility

Table A2. Studies that perform both dynamic and static comfort evaluations with the respective evaluation types (ride comfort, SEAT and transmissibility, and
interface pressure), evaluated factors, elements analysed (seat surface, seat backrest, floor, and foam), experiment types (laboratory experiment, rail environment
experiment, and numerical simulation), and study conclusions. Bibliographic references are ordered chronologically, from the most recent study to the oldest.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2020 [58]
Transmissibility and

Foam properties
(hysteresis loss)

-Influence of crosslinking
agent on transmissibility and
hysteresis loss

Foam Laboratory experiment

-Thinner cell wall, a lower wall area, and a thinner
strut are advantageous in achieving lower vibration
transmission
-Low cell wall area ratios are required to obtain low
hysteresis values

2004 [12] Transmissibility and
Interface pressure Not applicable Not applicable Laboratory experiment -Harmful consequences of vibration

2003 [36] Ride comfort (ISO 2631)
and Interface pressure

-Influence of subject’s weight
in interface pressure
-Comparison between the
regular seat and air-cell seat

Foam Laboratory experiment

-Heaviest subject presented higher maximum pressure
-Regular seat demonstrated higher comfort levels for
frequencies lower than 4.5 Hz, whereas the air-cell seat
performed better between 4.5–8 Hz

2001 [9] Transmissibility and
Interface pressure

-Influence of foam density and
hardness Foam Laboratory experiment -Foam density does not influence transmissibility

-Softer foams lead to higher comfort
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Table A3. Static comfort evaluations with the respective evaluation type (interface pressure), evaluated factor, elements analysed (seat surface, seat backrest, floor,
and foam), experiment type (laboratory experiment, rail environment experiment, and numerical simulation), and study conclusions. Bibliographic references are
ordered chronologically, from the most recent study to the oldest.

Year Ref. Comfort Evaluation Factor Elements Analysed Experiment Type Main Conclusions

2022 [3] Interface pressure -Sitting duration influence
on comfort Seat (surface + backrest) Laboratory experiment +

Numerical simulation -Higher sitting duration leads to higher discomfort levels

2022 [63] Interface pressure -Comfort degradation
mechanism Seat (surface and backrest) Rail environment

experiment
-Comfort depends on sitting time (after >20 min fatigue appears
and comfort decreases)

2021 [69] Interface pressure -Influence of foam shape Foam Laboratory experiment -Flat cushion shape is the most suitable for rail application

2018 [61] Interface pressure
-Influence of BMI
-Maximum pressure
threshold

Foam Laboratory experiment

-Normal subjects have higher comfort levels
43.50 mmHg pressure under the ischial tuberosities and
21.75 mmHg elsewhere
-Mean pressure should never be above 37.75 mmHg

2017 [60] Interface pressure
-Association between local
comfort and whole-body
comfort

Seat (surface and backrest) Rail environment
experiment -Hips most influence whole-body discomfort

2014 [59] Interface pressure -Evaluation of express train
sitting discomfort Seat surface Laboratory experiment -High pressure on 2nd class seats

-High pressure for thinner subjects

2014 [67] Interface pressure -Effect of knee angle
-Influence of seat hardness Seat surface Laboratory experiment

-Increase angle decrease pressure around the ischial tuberosities
and increase beneath the thighs
-Softer seats lead to a higher contact area and higher comfort

2012 [64] Interface pressure
-Association between
subject posture and
interface pressure

Seat (surface and backrest) Laboratory experiment -Widely distributed pressure leads to comfortable seats
-Subjects tend to adjust their pressure when they feel fatigue

2008 [62] Interface pressure
-Associations between
interface pressure and
subjective ratings

Seat surface Laboratory experiment

-High correlation between subjective comfort rankings and
objective evaluation
- Contrary to de Looze et al., which found that interface pressure
is more directly associated with discomfort

2006 [66] Interface pressure -Pressure map
characteristics Floor Laboratory experiment

-Repeatability
-Sensitivity
-Temperature sensitivity
-Hysteresis

2003 [65] Interface pressure

-Relationship between
interface pressure and
gender, body mass index
(BMI)

Seat (surface and backrest) Laboratory experiment
-Average and maximum pressures are independent of gender
-Average pressure had a significant positive correlation with BMI
-Reclining the chair significantly reduced the average pressure

1999 [46] Not applicable - Occupational
biomechanics Not applicable Not applicable -Human biomechanics
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